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Abstract: For each infinite cardinal I, tne proipsrty of being the union of countably many 
s& each Iocally of weight less than t (in ~qmbols, uLW(< t )) is shown to be preserved by mad- 
ytic isomorphisms of absolutely analytic metric spaces. From this, necessary and sufficient 
topological conditions are obtained for two absolutely ore1 metric spaces to be Bore1 isonnsr- 
phic or generalized homeomorphic, Normal forms are found for the corresponding isomorpl+tism 
classes; and the number of them, given the 1.xight of the space, is determined. 
-- -- 
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ological properties which are invari- 
such property is having a given 
of a space is pz0$ ai? invariant in the 
pmsent sense [ 11, 2.4], but N 1 c shal! see that the prqoertgi of being U- 
less than a prescribed cardinal f , which we denote for 
I ), provides the essential invamiant. ‘The case P = 
t paper is in part a generalization (though hardly a straightforward 
e organization of the 
n section 3 FNe prove e invariance of the CJ 
9 
eight, local weight, ~&cd weight . 1 that the we 
den0 
since 
e say that 
then w(E) = w(E) 5 w( 
Y is continuous, then 
is locally of weight < Y /in symbo 
has a neighborhood U(x) crJf 
assume that U(x) is open. If E > 0 is SUC% that each spheric 
WE) (= {Y E XI p(x, y) 
(< No) if and only if it is discrete, a 
and only if it is locally separable. 
at X is 04ocdZy weight I< t (in 
relative topology) is 
remains is ta renumber the sets 
s a corollary to the proof of (S), we have: 
t ) subset of X is contained in a cou;rtabfe union of 
) subsets of X (and hence in an FO subset of X which 
I(: recall that B(I) is the product space T’o, where T is a discrete set 
of cardinal 7 . 
aire’s theorem, in view of (5) aild the fact 
non-empty open subset of B( f ) has weight f . 
t ), it is 0L 
here means th 
d, and hence has arbitrarily small open ones. 
follows fror,r [ 7, heorem 3.6(a)] ; alternatively it can be pro- 
.arguraent similar to that proving (5). 
ave :
It) the mwBi’zere 
he f~ollowing consequent 
derably generalized later still 
required later (and consi- 
(2). If A is a complete metric space, then eit 
contains a homeomorph of B( 
oof. Apply (1) to the space A, obtaining its no=where 
, cc) shows that 
IX space having p 
4.31 that M contains a homeomorph ofB( t ). 
y 2-l(7), the alternatives in (2) are mutually exclusive. 
(3). Let r) be the union of all subsets Y of 
phic to B( f). t ) is closed, and X\ 
orph of B( f). 
Suppose a E f); we snow that a E H(f). Suppose not, 
and pick b, E S(a, 6,) PI f) (thus b, -# a). Then b, E 
homeomorphic to B( !f )Xach p of B( F) has arbitrarily smal 
closed neighborhoods which are homeomorphic to B( t ) itself (fix the 
254 
with yp2 # n; 
$(a, x)1 == &‘(A-, b,) + I?-- if x E zn ; 
p’(a, a) = 0 . 
asily verified that p’ is a metric on Q, agreeing with the topology 
ce of X), and that p’ is complete. Clearly Q is O-di- 
e covering sense) and of weight t, and each non-em 
open subset of Q contains a discrete subset of cardinal f . Thus [ 10, 
Theorem i ] Q is homelonaorphic to B( t ). But then a f Q C H( t ), giving 
a contradiction. Thus H( !I) is closed; and the remaining assertion is 
trivi, al. 
‘e shall refer to H( f ) as the Baire kernel of X, of order !. 
(4). .H( F) C K( 'f). If X has a complete metric, then H(t) = K( t). 
Suppose x E H( f )\ K( f ); then x belongs to some homeomorph 
Y c/f&t ). The neigh.borhood (X\K( t )) n Y of x in Y then contains a 
homeomorph 2 of B( t). Because of(l), 2 must be oLW(< f ), contra- 
diceting 2.1(7). Thus .H( f ) c K( f )* 
Vow suppose X has a complete metric. If K( f)\H( t) is not empty, 
the argument used tlo prove (2) above now shows that K( t)\H( t) con- 
tains a homeomorph of B( t ), in contradiction to (3). 
ithout the assumption that X is complete, the kernels H( f ) 
fferent, even for “nice” spaces X. For instance, let X 
TN0 defined as follows: pick tl f 3” and let X 
s x = .,..) SC, ) . ..) su that x, = ‘to for all but 
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t follows easily 
plefe metric, then f) = L(l) = K(f). 
ter see, as a corollary to ‘Theorem 5 (329, that L(E) = 
whene, r X is ah0 
2%. Borel kxnorpk2ism crrmi renerdizea horuteomorp~ism. We recall tha,t 
a 1-l map f cf a space X ont0 a space Y is a Sovel istmorplaism if 
both f and f’l take Bore1 sets to Bore1 sets; it is a generalized kzo~ -SI= 
nvorphism of class (a, 0) (wfrze 2 9 f 2re c tab:e ordinals) if, for ah 
open subsets U of X and V of Y, f I( ‘V) ye1 of additive class a in 
andj’(U) is Bore1 of additive- class p in Y. s was mentioned in the intro- 
duction, every generalized homeomorphism is a ore1 iso~orphism, but 
the converse is an open question in general. 
We use the notation 2I (Xx I h E A), or 21AXA for short, to 
discrete union (topological sum, coproduct) of the family of spaces 
(x, I X E A}; and ‘f X denotes the discrete union of f copies of the space 
X. The following observations will be useful later. 
(l).The spacesB(f).tB.:t), zl{B(t))l 4 C ~},zl(tB(&1 lj <_ 
generalized homeomo;phic to each other, under maps o 
This follows from the fact that each is home 
other, plus the “Schro 
The analogous resuits for on-4 iisomorp for (2) and (3), but 
not for (4). 
. Analytic sets and iscmorphisms. e recall that a subse.t A of a space 
is Smash or awly tic in X (call N o-analytic iI1 [ 1 O] ) provided there 
exists a map assigning to each fin 
integers a closed set AnIti2_.,” 
sequence (12r, y1:!, ...g 12~) of positive 
in X such that 
P 
where b: runs over the set of all infinite sequences (IQ, n2, . ..) of positive 
integers, and tI p consists of the first p terms of & As is well known, if 
ore! in X it is analytic in X. Further, if A is analytic in some com- 
etric space it is analytic in every (metric) space containing A; 
such sets A are said to be abs&tely ma&tic. (For details, we refer to 
ISI l )
map f: X + Y such that, for every open set V in Y, f-‘( V) is anal- 
ytic in X, will Se said to be analyfically nze~s~c&Z~. Clearly every Bore1 
measurable map is analytically measurable; and if f: X + Y is analytically 
measurable anC I3 is analytic in Y, it is not hard to see that f-l (B) is 
amrlytic in X. A 1-l mapfof X onto Y such that both fand f-l are 
an; tically measurable will be called an analytic immorphis~2. 
e shall need the following refinement of [ 10, Theorem P] : 
t 2). If J ’ is an analytically rleasurable 1 -I (or countable-to-one) map of 
an absolutely analytic space X onto an arbitrary (metric) space Y, 
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ight <, t and cardinal >f ; SC [ IO, Theorem 22 J it 
meomorphic to the Cantor set; and this in turn con- 
tains a non-analytic set, giving a $r=on tradictio 
In particular, 
(3) if X and X are Bore1 is rphic (or anal y t icalli y isomorphic 
tely analytic spaces, w( 
The key le 
[ 3, Theorem 
Ilows is the fol owing theorem of 
(4). If X is absolutely analytic, and A,(h E A) are pairwise disjoint sub- 
sets of X such that every union of them is anal&c in X, then the f’a- 
mily {A A I h E A} is a-discyefely decomposable: that is, the 
sets A-&h E /8, YI = 1, 2, ._.) such that 
(i) each A ,w 
(ii) for each 
(iii) for each ka = 1, 2, . . . . there exist; E, > 0 such tha 
X+ p then p(A,,, AM, j > en. 
nvarianc~ of t 
3.1. The main result in this section is: 
1eore . /f X and Y are absolute Bore1 sets which are 
phic, and if X is 0 
A ‘aA.n 3 m = \,2, l } where for fixed y1 and EO the system {Unhm I X E 
=: I, 2, l } where (for fixed n, tn 
required. 
argr. B( f) is not Bore1 isomorphic to any u CW(< t ) absolute 
Bore1 (or absolutely analytic) sDace. 
From 247). - - - * 
It would be interesting to know to what extent Theorems 
apply to spaces X, Y which need not be absolutely Bore (or 
me restrictions are necessary, for it is reportedly csnsistent 
with standard set theory that there exists an uncountable subs& Y of 
such that every subset of Y is IF, in Y. Then it’>: is a dis- 
crete space with II II Y II, X and Y are Bo 1 isomorphic ( everk gene- 
ra! ized homeomo ), and X is absolutzly rel;butXis oLW(< N2) 
llIn this direction we have the following results. 
omorphism of Y onto Y, where 
Z is an arbitrar!r subset of Y, 
is 
s an analytic isomorphism of 
suffices that 
ut in general the ; 
example, take X = 
and letg be any l- 
E [ 11, Lemma 31. 
ned in this way. For 
is a continuous bi- - 
are absolutely Borel, 
If Y is an absolute Bore1 space, and f is any infmi 
ther Y is ti LW(< t ) or Y contai.ns a subset homeomor- 
hit to !?( f ); an3 the sz alternatives are muwally exclusive. 
oaf. Suppose w(Y) = 0. If b < t then Y iS tr=iviall[y BLW(< f ), so as- 
sume 0 2 r . By [ 10, Theorem 41 there exists a continuous Bore1 iso- 
orphism f mapping A c nto Y, where A is some closed subset of 
is oLW(<: t ), then so is Y, by Theorem 1. And if-4 is not OL 
en by 2.2(2) A conkks a set C horneomorphic to B( t) (hence 
sarily a 6, set in A). By [ 11, Theorem 48, f(C) contains a subspace 
homomorphic to B( f ). Thus at least one 6Jf the stated alternatives ap- 
they cannot both apply, by Cor3:lar-y 3 2. 
enables us to show in the next section that, under cer- 
the oLW(C t ) property is preserved by quite large 
hrstt we need Some lemmas about S( f ), which it is convenient 
HO where T is the set of all or inals less than the initial 
rdinal f , topologized discretely . et A be the set of 
alls < CQ* which are limits of seq rices of smaller or- 
nals, and choose for ‘each ar E A a seyL:ence p( 1 (CY), p2 (a), ,..j 
of ordinals 1~s than Q! such that sup,&@) = CL 
E(,f) ={p(a)la 64) c B(r). 
= Ho, thi:s set reduces to the set E considiered in [ 11, 5 51.) 
e use the notation r)+ for the successor of the infinite cardinal b. 
. E( b’) is not the union of $ (relatively) discrete subsets. 
The argument in [ 11, 5.21 generalizes traightforwardly to prove 
ths: VW replace K, by t), ‘ol by w* and “countable” by “of cardinal 
at most 0”. ( ut tlhe ordinal cy* is still defined to be sup{cu,l Y= 1, 2, . ..}.) 
f~~~~(~~)andw(2r)ih,thenllZll~~. 
is is a straightforward generak:ation or [ 11, Lemma 61. 
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e an ndex set N of car for e:~ch X E A, m = 
choose a map gAmLI of N onto ~!i&,~~~. efine 
this is a subset of Xh and is 
open subsets 
union of the <= HOfj2 = Q dis 
st one point in eat 
). Thus E(t) 
contradicting 
. Theorem 3 would not be true if f were owed to be a (non- 
sequential) limit cardinal. 
T consists of the ordinals < G>,, , topologized discre 
ore1 space and it is not 6L 
the union of !S 1 closed LW(< 
(< H,Q, by 2.1(Y). 
the set of points all of whose 
w,) subsets Cal ( 
ordinates are less than ~1,. 
Nor would Theorem 3 be true if we allowed r> = f . For instance, 
B(c) is not oLW(< c ), but it is t e union of c singletons. 
It would be Interesting, however, to know whether Theorem 3 
when t is sequential. It can be shown that the answer is yes, even w 
t) = t , if the generalized continuum hypothesis is assumed, or more ge- 
nerally if the sequential cardinal t 1s such that p < t implies +?* < f . 
e are now in a .position to answer a question raised, but Q 
ettled, in [ 10, Theore 
rollary 5.2( 1 
t,) (in the notation of sec- 
n infinite car 
ns (by Theorem 2) a subset c hom2omorphic 
of H( Q, giving a (:ontradiction. 
(C t, ) subset of 
I)) since otherwise U meets some su!)set B of H( I$) that 
Limeamorphic to B(t,); but then U n B also contains a sf:t B’ ho neo- 
hlc to B( I.), and B’, as a subset of U, is oLW(< t) ), contradicting 
ompare 2.2(a)). If 2:’ is absolutely 
is follows from the preceding and 2.2(5). 
hen J’f(f)) = L(t)). 
e 
e weight function of 
e first show that the 
For by the corollary 
W \H( Ii) is the largest o 
certainly includes the subspace 
fn om each summand B( 0’) with t, ‘ Lj be 
) contains a homeomorph o 
us ( 1) follows. 
Next, 
r(l)givesw( ilIce 2 is as3 
satisfy 4.1Q), we 
lows. 
0 complete the roof, we show 
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/ y. Conditions 4.1( I ) and 4.1(2) are necess;r-y and sufficient for 
l-valued function W, define 
function of some (metric) space. If 
function of a complete metric (hence absolute (3, ) space. 
7. ff tw0 absolute Bore1 spaces X, Y a:re Bore1 isomorphic, 
they have the same weight function. 
From f 10, Theorem 81, X and Y h.ave the same weight, say t . 
finite, WX and W, will both be defined on the single cardinal 1. 
th will have the value f there; thus we may assume that i is infi- 
e must prove that for t) <_ f the Baire kernels H(f)) of X, H’(b) 
of Y, have equal weights; this is trivial if 0 = 1, so we assume 6 2 NO. 
rite w = M$H(lj)), W’ = w(H’(Q)); we first prove w’ 2 w. In doing this 
we may of course assume H(b) # Qlr. 
Let ,f be a Bore isomorphism of X onto Y. Put Z = H(b) n f -‘(H’( ii)). 
e show that w(Z) 2 w, considering two cases: 
(a). If w is not isequential, there exists 18, p. 991 a 3Akcrete set 
I)), for some e > 0, such thlat IIA II = w. Each a E A is in some set 
‘(I)) homeomorphic to B( Q]I. The e-neighborhood S(a, 6) intersects 
a set containing a hoineomorph of B( fj); hence S(a, e) n B, is not 
c t)). But Y\ff(@ is aLW(< t,), by Theorem 5 (3.8), and therefore, 
eorem 1 (3.1), the same is true of X\f--- “(H’( 4)). ThusS(a,E) n B,, is 
f-l(H'( b)), so that we may pick -.a E S(a, E) n 2. Then 
iscrete subset of Z, of cardinal IIA II = s:lj and this 
(5). IIf w is sequential, say w = sup(v, I n = 1, 2, ..-} where c,.ach 
ument in case (a) applies if w is replaced by u; thro 
satisfy OLp(Q)Ij 
here by Z(~#(i)l i - 
values which are 1 or infinite. Thus Y is 
z=z,<, , -L Z i < t) &p( lj )B( i ) Vdlidl, OK! rearranging, give!; - 
Consider the function w arising here, w ich migns to each i = 1, M,, . . . 
. . . . f the value w( i ). Clearly W(II ) is either 
w(HO) 2 . . . 2 w(t)j also f = weight of Y = 
nx:r~i, 4, w is the weight funct 
= Z, which is generalized h 
heorem 7 we must have w = 
rem is proved. 
S. The foregoing results combine to give the follolwing, which iqs the 
main result of this paper: 
If X and Y are absolute I3orel sets, the j’ollowing statements 
(a). X and Y are Bore1 isomorphic. 
(b). X and Y are generalized homr:omo 
(c). X and Y have the same weight functions. 
Infact, (b]l --, (a) trivially, (a) -+ (c) by Theorem 7, and (c) -+ ( 
We remark that this theorem includes Theorem 
so the weight function 
sp;i3tces of a fixed space w 
is a weight function we abbreviate 
(BP I 0 < ai (a! a limit ordinal) . 
(y is left undeCned. 
and ‘y < QI, then 
Ti = 3’i.t. 1 then C& is ATi 
(iii) pr , .“-, pN a.~ cardinals ai 
(iv) Pn-1 > H-y-7 
(v) either pn S Nyr or pn = I.. 
be an absofute 
at least one of 
rem 8 (4.4), we have X- Y = 2 { 
from section 
he argument proving 2.3( 1) c 
pn +1 z 0 and define pi = first 1_3 fo
then 
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between tfmn (so that [ 10, T 
olrcl.~ al al, 4,: denote! it by yi a 
any case 
f instead pi, is a linit 
by 5.W). Tbs in 
(6) I’- 
‘qr ( ’ 
%= !pl$ + . ..+ p,CTn,and 
I P --I 5 ‘Yl Ls 72 <: . . . <, 7n 5 a; and if y, = yi+l then Cr a i is A, and i 
Su~post; first that 7n = QL. Then Cr is eit er R, or A,. In the firs 
case:, “We see &hat Z (containing B, an% eontained iii H,B,) is equivalent 
to Ala (compare 2.3( 1)); in the second case, a similar argument using 
5.1(2) shows Z - A,. ?h:!sX - Ca!, as in case (a) of the theorem. We 
may now assume that T!, < 01. 
Ifn= l,(G)givesX- Z = ~&‘~t where yl r’ a? as in case (b) of the 
theorem. r\rb4 assume )“2 > II. 
From (2) and (4) we have pi > sup{tQ I /3 < pi) = H,. 9 = 1, 2, l ... n), 
whence P,._~ > pn >, NTn. Thus Z satisfies all but on2 of the require- 
ments for case (c) of the theorem, the only requirement missing being (v); 
we have instead! that pn 2 ~~ . However, if pn = HTn, we observe that the 
las; term j+.$~ of Z is equivaent to CTn itself (from 2.3( 1) and 5.1(‘2)), 
so we cab then%eplace )I~ by 1 and have ful lled all the requiremen 
To see that X is equivalent o only one space Z of the kind listed in 
the theorr:m, we observe that the weight function I’ (as reconstructed 
on? Z) determines pz (the number of different v& e‘s of W), the ordinals 
71 9 72 9 l **9 7n (the end-points, roughly speaking, of the intervals of con- 
stancy of IV, in increasing order), the cardinals p1 , ..,? pn (the different 
o villues taken by IV, in decreasing order!< and the nature of each 
ines Z completely; but IV = tVx, showing that X de- 
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the reduction to normal form given abcva:; this is the ste 
alzing pn by 1 in 
e c&plif:&d nom;al f 
one with a simpler description: in Theoxm 1,0(c), the conditions (iv) 
placed lay the single condiii~n 
fy c’i) to read %I >_ 1 “‘, cases (a) and (b) arlr” included 
in the modified (c). Again, because it is finite, ah C/s occurring ar 
Thus, on writing pi = tEai (i = 1, 2, ..-, & we merely have to count , 
number of diflerent sequences 
fox n = 1, 2, . . . 
For given FZ and in = *y, this numbtx is eviden tEy (::I 1’) ( X-L11 ) ; and the 
total number of Bore1 typt;~ of weight H, is thus 
(with the usual convention that a meaningless binomial coefficient is 
interpreted as 0). The inner sum here is well known to b 
be verified (for instance) by equating the coefficients 
identity (1 +x)“-r( I +x)Y+l = (I +x)“‘~. Thus the tot 
is ‘c!& $:) = ( 1 + 1y+1 = 2”y+l” 
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